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On Problems in Polymorphic Object-Oriented
Languages With Self Types and Matching

Michael Winter

Brock University

Subtyping is a basic concept in object-oriented languages. It supports subsumption but, unfortu-
nately, it does not support inheritance of binary methods, i.e., methods taking another argument
of type Self – the same type as the object itself. For this reason, a relation, called matching,
on recursive object types has been proposed. This relation does not support subsumption but it
allows to inherit binary methods. Two different definitions of matching, called F-bounded and
higher-order subtyping, have been proposed and discussed. It was shown that the higher-order
interpretations has better theoretical properties, i.e., it leads to a reflexive and transitive matching
relation. In this paper we concentrate on two problems in languages with self types and matching
based on the higher-order interpretation. We show that the flexibility of self types may not allow
the programmer to define certain classes and/or methods which are based on constant values.
Furthermore, the higher-order interpretation, especially in the context of bounded quantification,
is too restrictive. We argue that a language should be based on both versions of matching and a
notion of a type This distinguished from the type Self.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.1.5 [Programming Techniques]: Object-Oriented Pro-
gramming; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Languages Constructs and Features

General Terms: Object-Oriented Programming Languages

Additional Key Words and Phrases: matching, F-bounded subtyping, higher-order subtyping,
matching, bounded quantification, type theory

1. INTRODUCTION

Subtyping is used as a basis for subsumption and inheritance in object-oriented
languages. This relation can easily be defined for all common type constructions
including type operators [Amadio and Cardelli 1996; Cardelli 1988; Cardelli et al.
1994; Curien and Ghelli 1992; Compagnoni 1995; Amadio and Cardelli 1994]. Even
in a language with self types, i.e., a reference Self to the own type, this relation
provides a suitable interpretation of inheritance if we restrict Self to covariant occur-
rences. Unfortunately, this approach does not work for contravariant occurrences
and hence for binary methods [Bruce et al. 1996].

A relation, called matching, on recursive object types has been proposed to cir-
cumvent this problem [Bruce et al. 1995]. This relation does not support subsump-
tion but it does support inheritance of binary methods. Two different definitions of
matching, called F-bounded and higher-order subtyping, have been proposed and
discussed [Abadi and Cardelli 1996]. It was shown that the F-bounded interpre-
tation is neither reflexive nor transitive. Furthermore, it was argued that the fact
that Self in the F-bounded interpretation may not only match Self but also other
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types leads to a type system difficult to understand by a programmer. The higher-
order interpretation, on the other hand, defines a reflexive and transitive matching
relation where Self matches only itself.

In this paper we concentrate on two problems in languages with self types and
matching based on the higher-order interpretation. Self types are very flexible
with respect to inheritance of methods using or returning values of the same type.
We show that exactly this flexibility may not allow the programmer to define cer-
tain classes and/or methods which are based on constant values. Furthermore, we
show that the higher-order interpretation of matching, especially in the context of
bounded quantification, is too restrictive. In particular, we show that the corre-
sponding match bounded quantification does not allow to properly define specific
polymorphic aggregate classes. Our running example will be based on a purely
object-oriented language, i.e., a language without primitive types. In such a lan-
guage every data element is an object, and hence basic types as Bool (the type of
the truth values) have to be implemented in a suitable way. Both problems can
usually be avoided in languages with primitive types. However, an implementation
normally does not use the whole expressive power of the type system, i.e., some
static properties of objects are not visible in their type. We will illustrate this by
sketching further examples. Notice, that the problems indicated in this paper will
not occur in languages like Java or C++ since they do not provide self types.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short introduction to the
language O-3 from [Abadi and Cardelli 1996]. In the following section we provide
our motivating example and introduces the language O+-3. The full definition of
the language is given in the appendix. Section 4 is focused on the two different
interpretations of matching and shows that both versions should be included in
our language. In the following section we will sketch further example and discuss
possible implementations in languages with and without primitive types.

2. THE LANGUAGE O-3

In this section we want to introduce an object-oriented language, the language O-3,
and some of its basic rules. For a detailed description of the language and all of its
rules we refer to the excellent book [Abadi and Cardelli 1998].

verification Syntax of O-3 types

A,B ::= types
X type variable
Top maximum type
Object(X)[livi : B

i∈{1,...,n}
i ] object type (li distinct)

Class(A) class type
All(X<#A)B match-bound quantified type

In an object type X refers to the own type, i.e., it is the type of the self parameter
of methods. li is the label of the i-th attribute. As usual we assume that labels
in an object type are distinct. Each vi ∈ {◦,− ,+ } is a variance annotation, i.e., +
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identifies covariant (read-only), − contravariant (write-only), and ◦ invariant (read-
write) attributes. Usually fields are read-write attributes, while proper methods are
read-only attributes. We will use the convention that a missing variance annotation
indicates invariance. Last but not least, Bi is the type of the i-th attribute.

The type Class(A) is the type of classes that generates objects of type A, i.e.,
in a well-formed type expression A will be always an object type.

The type variable X in a universal quantified type is bounded by the type A in
respect to the matching relation. In O-3 a higher-order interpretation for matching
is used. Informally two object types A and B match if the occurrences of the self
variables correspond to each other exactly.

Notice, that the language does not include primitive types such as Bool or Int.
Each element used in a program is an object possibly polymorphic, i.e., parameter-
ized by some types.

Syntax of O-3 terms

a, b, c ::= terms
x variable
object(x : A)[li = b

i∈{1,...,n}
i ] direct object construction

a.l attribute selection
a.l := method(x : A)b end attribute update
new c object construction from a class
root root class
subclass of c : C with (x : X<#A) subclass

li = b
i∈{n+1,...,n+m}
i additional attributes

override li = b
i∈Ovr⊆{1,...,n}
i overridden attributes

end
c∧l(A, a) class selection
fun(X<#A) b end match-bound type abstraction
b(A) match-bound type application

The construct for creating a single object is object(x : T )[li = a
i∈{1,...,n}
i ]. The

resulting object has the attributes li = ai, where x is the self parameter. The two
construction a.l and a.l := method(x : A)b end are used to invoke and update an
attribute. Given a class c the term new c generates an object from c. The class
selection construction c∧l(A, a) extracts a method named l from c and applies it to
a with type A, which has to be a subtype of the type of objects generated from c.
The base class is root. Subclasses are generated by the subclass construction where
x is the self variable and X is the type Self . The new class extends the class c with
the methods named li for i ∈ {n + 1, . . . , n + m} and overides the methods named
li, where i ∈ Ovr ⊆ {1, . . . , n}. The last two terms are the standard constructions
of bounded polymorphic abstraction and application.

The substitutions a[b/x], a[B/X] and A[B/X] of a term b or a type B in the term
a respectively in the type A for the variable x respectively X are defined as usual.
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Notice, that functions and function types can be encoded in this language (see
below, c.f. [Abadi and Cardelli 1998]). In addition, we will use the following ab-
breviations throughout the paper:

Abbreviations

Object ≡ Object(X)[]
Root ≡ Class(Object)

All(X)A end ≡ All(X<#Object)A end
fun(X) b end ≡ fun(X<#Object) b end

A B ≡ D[B/X]
where A ≡ All(X<#C)D end and B<#C

class with (x : X<#A)
li = b

i∈{1,...,n}
i

end

≡ subclass of root : Root with (x : X<#A)
li = b

i∈{1,...,n}
i

override
end

a.l := b ≡ a.l := method(s : A)b end
where s must not occur free in b and a : A,
with A clear from the context

a; l1 := b1; . . . ; ln := bn ≡ (. . . (a.l1 := b1) . . .).ln := bn

A → B ≡ Object(X)[arg− : A, val+ : B]
where X must not occur free in A and B

λ(x : A)b ≡ object(s : A → B)[arg = s.arg, val = b[s.arg/x]]
where s must not occur free in b

(a b) ≡ (a.arg := method(s : A → B)b end).val
where s must not occur free in b

Throughout the paper a program will be a list of type and class declarations of
the form

A ≡ ... (type declaration)
c : Class(A) ≡ ... (class declaration)

Class declarations are allowed to be mutually recursive, and type checking is done
in the usual way (using the rules provided in [Abadi and Cardelli 1996]).

3. DISTINGUISHING THIS AND SELF

In the following figure a reasonable implementation of the Boolean values is provided
where Bool denotes the type of the truth values.

true : Class(Bool) ≡ class with (self : Self<#Bool)
equal = λ(x : Self)x

and = λ(x : Self)x
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not = new false
if = fun(X) λ(x : X)λ(y : X)x end

end

false : Class(Bool) ≡ class with (self : Self<#Bool)
equal = λ(x : Self)x.not

and = λ(x : Self)self
not = new true

if = fun(X) λ(x : X)λ(y : X)y end
end

In the following examples we will use the abbreviation

if b then a1 else a2 fi ≡ ((b.if(A) a1) a2)

where a1 : A and a2 : A with A clear from the context.
Notice, that we have not defined the type Bool in the figure above. Let us try to

find a suitable definition. As a first attempt we might use

Bool ≡ Object(Self)[ equal+ : Self → Self,

and+ : Self → Self,

not+ : Self,

if+ : All(X)X → X → X]

which works perfectly with respect to the methods ’and’ and ’if’. Within the
implementation of the method ’not’ in both classes we return a new value of type
Bool so that ’not’ has to have type Bool (and not Self). According to the flexibility
of the type Self with respect to inheritance the method cannot be of type Self . In
both classes this method returns an element - a constant value - of type Bool and
not a value of the type of the object self , which may differ from Bool in certain
subclasses. Bottom is line is that the type of the method ’not’ is just a recursive
reference to the type Bool without being a self reference. Since the method ’equal’
in the class false uses ’not’ the argument above also applies to the return type of
’equal’. In the remaining of this paper we want to call such a recursive reference a
this reference or a reference to the type This in contrast to a self reference resp. a
reference to the type Self as it occurs in the method ’and’.

We modify our notion of object types by having two different recursive variables
- one for this and one for self references. Self references are treated as before.
Occurrences of This are interpreted as regular occurrences of a recursive variable.
This extension also requires a modification of the subclass construction. The formal
definition of the new language O+-3 is given in the appendix. Of course, we will
use the same abbreviations (modified to fit to the new language if necessary) as in
O-3. Notice, that the language uses two versions of matching. As mentioned in
the introduction the higher-order interpretation is too weak so that both versions
are needed. We will focus on this problem in the next section.

Notice, that the new version of an object type is a simultaneously recursive
type (in This and Self) where the variables are treated differently with respect
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to subclassing. As it was done for all object-oriented languages defined in [Abadi
and Cardelli 1998] we decided to have a single notion of object types instead of
interpreting them using recursive types.

Now, we may define Bool by

Bool ≡ Object(This, Self)[ equal+ : Self → This,

and+ : Self → Self,

not+ : This,

if+ : All(X)X → X → X]

so that class false is well-typed but the class true is still ill-typed. The implementa-
tion of the method ’equal’ has type Self and not This as required. An automatic
conversion between Self and This is not possible. If the method is inherited to
a subclass the actual value of x may have a type (the actual instance of the type
Self) that is not even a subtype of Bool and hence definitely not of type This.
The implementation equal = λ(x : Self)x.not.not would work but we decided to
add a method ’asThis’ to both classes converting an element of type Self to the
type This. The final code is given in the next figure.

Bool ≡ Object(This, Self)[ asThis+ : This,
equal+ : Self → This,
and+ : Self → Self,
not+ : This,
if+ : All(X)X → X → X]

true : Class(Bool) ≡ class with (self : Self<#HThis = Bool)
asThis = new true
equal = λ(x : Self)x.asThis

and = λ(x : Self)x
not = new false

if = fun(X) λ(x : X)λ(y : X)x end
end

false : Class(Bool) ≡ class with (self : Self<#HThis = Bool)
asThis = new false
equal = λ(x : Self)x.not

and = λ(x : Self)self
not = new true

if = fun(X) λ(x : X)λ(y : X)y end
end

Notice, that in a subclass ExtBool of Bool that generates objects not of type
Bool the method ’asThis’, if not overridden, has to have type Bool explicitly. Type
This cannot be used in the subclass ExtBool so that this method is an explicit
upcasting.
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4. PROBLEMS WITH MATCHING

The higher-order interpretation leads to a reflexive and transitive matching relation,
and hence to a reflexive and transitive subclass relationship. Since this seems to be
essential the language O+-3 will use exactly this interpretation of matching with
respect to subclassing. On the other hand, the relation is also used to provide an
upper bound in a bounded quantification. Using this construction one is usually
just interested in the fact that the actual type (the argument in a type application)
matches indeed the given upper bound. Transitivity is not an important feature
here. In this section we want to provide an example which shows that the (non
transitive) F-bounded interpretation is indeed required.

We want to implement a class for lists. Besides storing elements we want to be
able to test whether a given element is already in a list or not. Consequently, the
list class will store elements of an arbitrary type as long as the type provides an
’equal’ method, i.e., the type matches the type

Equal ≡ Object(This, Self)[equal+ : Self → Bool].

Now, consider the following implementation of the class List.

List ≡ All(E<#F Equal)Object(This, Self)[
isEmpty+ : Bool,

head+ : E,
tail+ : Self,
add+ : E → Self,

elem+ : E → Bool]

list : All(E<#F Equal)List E
≡ fun(E<#F Equal)

class with (self : Self<#HThis = List E)
isEmpty = new true

head = self.head
tail = self.tail
add = λ(x : E)

isEmpty := new false;
tail := self ;
head := x

elem = λ(x : E)
if self.isEmpty
then new false
else if (x.equal self.head)

then new true
else (self.tail.elem x)
fi

fi
end

end
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Notice, that the usage of the F-bounded interpretation is essential. If we use the
higher-order interpretation we are not able to store Boolean values in such a list
since this would require

Bool<#HObject(This, Self)[equal+ : Self → Bool]

and consequently

This<: Top, Self <: Top ` Self → This<: Self → Bool

which cannot be derived since This <: Top does not implies This <: Bool. The
reason simply is that in the higher-order interpretation This is just allowed to
match the variable This (and not its instance Bool). On the other hand,

Bool<#F Object(This, Self)[equal+ : Self → Bool]

can be derived using the corresponding rule from the fact Bool → Bool<: Bool →
Bool.

At this point we should mention that our proposed language O+-3 is type-safe.
This can be shown by proving a subject reduction theorem as usual. Self occurrences
are treated as in O-3 whereas This occurrences are treated exactly as recursive
occurrences in O-1. The combination of both does not introduce any problems
so that a formal proof is straight forward but lengthy and tedious and, therefore,
omitted.

5. FURTHER EXAMPLES

First of all, we want to mention again that the problems mentioned above will not
occur in a language like Java and C++. The reason is that those languages do not
tread recursive occurrences as self types. Here all recursive occurrences are in fact
occurrences of This.

In a language with self types the problems mentioned above will appear whenever
there is a method in a class returning a constant value of the same type as the objects
generated by this class. Most likely the example involves some kind of a sum type,
i.e., different alternatives within the same type such as enumeration types. Usually
this problem can be avoided by using a primitive type, most likely the type of the
Boolean values. However, such an implementation normally uses a product type
to implement the intended sum type. As a consequence, we cannot use the whole
expressive power of the type system of the language. In this section we want to
illustrate this by considering further examples.

5.1 Collection classes

Consider an implementation of a collection class, e.g., a list, by two classes - a class
Empty of the empty collection and the class NonEmpty of non empty collections.
One method of interest might be the method ’empty’ removing all elements from
the collection. The implementation of this method in the NonEmpty class requires
the type This as a result type.

The collection could also be implemented by using a Boolean attribute ’isEmpty’
to indicate that the list is empty or not. Notice, that we have chosen exactly
this implementation in Section 4. The reason, of course, was that we used the
example to illustrate the related problem of bounded quantification. A list in this
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implementation has basically three attributes, the Boolean attribute ’isEmpty’ and
the head and the tail attribute so that even the empty list has a head and a tail. A
client could access those attributes which does not make much sense. In the first
approach, using two different classes, this can be avoided using the type system of
the language.

5.2 Geometric shapes and the bounding box

We get a similar example if we consider an object-oriented implementation of ge-
ometric shapes and their bounding box in our context. The bounding box of a
2-dimensional shapes is the smallest rectangle covering the area of the shape. We
may want to include a method for computing this box in each shape class. The
result is again a shape. The method itself is not constant but the kind of the
generated shape, a rectangle, is constant which is enough to cause problems.

5.3 Undo, inverse operations and the design pattern Command

For the last example consider the command design pattern. Here you will find an
(abstract) class or an interface Command containing an ’execute’ method encap-
sulating operations or requests as objects. All concrete command objects will have
the same type, the type of generated by the command class or the type indicated
by the interface, respectively. One application of this design pattern is to support
an undo operation. This can be done by adding a specification of an ’undo’ method
to Command and a suitable implementation in each concrete class. Another rea-
sonable approach is to include a method ’inverse’ in each concrete command class
returning its inverse operation as a command object. The advantage of this ap-
proach is that there is a general implementation of ’undo’, simply call ’inverse’
followed by ’execute’, provided that each inverse operation is a concrete command
in its own. Furthermore, by just creating the inverse operation an undo results
again in a command object and can, for example, be queued for later execution.
Again, each instance of the ’undo’ method returns a constant value and, therefore,
has to use the type This.

This effect of the second approach can be achieved in a language without a This
type by enumerating all commands and implementing a factory class creating a
command by its number. The ’inverse’ method than has a general definition by
calling the factory method with the number of the inverse operation. This can
be implemented in the Command class provided that each concrete class has a
method returning the number of its inverse. The disadvantage is that extending
the collection of concrete commands will not be a local operation. In this case at
least the factory method has also to be modified.

6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we have shown that in practical applications of object-oriented lan-
guages without primitive types it is necessary to distinguish the types Self and This.
Furthermore, both interpretations of matching, the F-bounded and the higher-order
interpretation, should be used in such a language. The higher-order interpretation
leads to a reflexive and transitive subclassing relation whereas the F-bounded in-
terpretation provides flexible upper bounds within bounded quantifications.
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Such a language seems to be very interesting in the field of reliable programs and,
in particular, in program verification. The pure language leads to a simple proof
mechanism whereas the rich type system and flexible subclass mechanism allows to
inherit properties and proofs. A prototype of the language will be available shortly
and we are eager get more experiences using the language.
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APPENDIX - FORMAL DEFINITION OF O+-3

This language uses This and Self types. Their interpretation just differs in building
subclasses and in selecting class components. Furthermore, the language includes
matching based on higher-order subtyping<#H and based on F-bounded quantifi-
cation<#F . We use the convention that whenever just<# is used the corresponding
rule or judgement exists in both version.

First of all, we define the syntax of the language as follows:

Syntax of O+-3 types

A, B ::= types
X type variable
Top maximum type
Object(X, Y )[livi : B

i∈{1,...,n}
i ] object type (li distinct)

Class(A) class type
All(X<#A)B match-bound quantified type

In an object type X is the variable for This and Y the variable for Self .
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Syntax of O+-3 terms

a, b, c ::= terms
x variable
object(x : A)[li = b

i∈{1,...,n}
i ] direct object construction

a.l attribute selection
a.l := method(x : A)b end attribute update
new c object construction from

a class
root root class
subclass of c : C with (x : Y<#HX = A) subclass

li = b
i∈{n+1,...,n+m}
i additional attributes

override li = b
i∈Ovr⊆{1,...,n}
i overridden attributes

end
c∧l(A, a) class selection
fun(X<#A) b end match-bound abstraction
b(A) match-bound application

The typing rules are based on the following judgements.

Judgements

E `¦ environment E is well-formed
E `A A is a well-formed type in E
E `A :: Obj A is a well-formed object type in E
E `A<: B A is a subtype of B in E
E ` vA<: v′B A is a subtype of B in E, with variance annotation v and v′

E `A<#B A matches B in E
E ` a : A a has type A in E

Environments

(Env ∅) (Env X<:) (Env x)

∅ ` ¦
E ` A X 6∈ dom(E)

E, X <: A ` ¦
E ` A x 6∈ dom(E)

E, x : A ` ¦

(Env X<#)

E ` A :: Obj X 6∈ dom(E)
E, X<#A ` ¦
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Types

(Type Obj) (Type X) (Type Top)

E ` A :: Obj

E ` A

E′, X <: A,E′′ ` ¦
E′, X <: A, E′′ ` X

E ` ¦
E ` Top

(Type Class)(where A ≡ Object(X, Y )[livi : B
i∈{1,...,n}
i ]) (Type All<#)

E,X<#A, Y <#A ` Bi ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
E ` Class(A)

E, X<#A ` B

E ` All(X<#A)B

Object types

(Obj X) (Obj Object) (li distinct, vi ∈ {◦,− ,+ })
E′, X<#A,E′′ ` ¦

E′, X<#A,E′′ ` X :: Obj

E, X <: Top, Y <: Top ` Bi ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
E ` Object(X, Y )[livi : B

i∈{1,...,n}
i ] :: Obj

Subtyping

(Sub Refl) (Sub Trans) (Sub X)

E ` A

E ` A<: A

E ` A<: B E ` B<: C

E ` A<: C

E′, X <: A,E′′ ` ¦
E′, X <: A,E′′ ` X <: A

(Sub Obj)
(where A ≡ Object(U, V )[livi : B

i∈{1,...,n+m}
i ],

A′ ≡ Object(X, Y )[liv′i : B′
i
i∈{1,...,n}])

E ` A E ` A′

E, U <: A′, X <: Top, U <: X, Y <: Top, V <: Y ` viBi <: v′iB
′
i ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

E ` A<: A′

(Sub All<#)

E ` A<#A′ E,X<#A ` B<: B′

E ` All(X<#A)B<: All(X<#A′)B′

(Sub Invariant) (Sub Covariant) (Sub Contravariant)

E ` B

E ` ◦B<: ◦B
E ` B<: B′ v ∈ {◦, +}

E ` vB<: +B′
E ` B′<: B v ∈ {◦,−}

E ` vB<: −B′
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Matching (Higher-order subtyping)

(Match Refl) (Match Trans) (Match X)

E ` A :: Obj

E ` A<#HA

E ` A<#HB E ` B<#HC

E ` A<#HC

E′, X<#HA,E′′ ` ¦
E′, X<#HA,E′′ ` X<#HA

(Match Object)
(where A ≡ Object(X, Y )[livi : B

i∈{1,...,n+m}
i ],

A′ ≡ Object(X,Y )[liv′i : B′
i
i∈{1,...,n}])

E ` A E ` A′ E, X <: Top, Y <: Top ` viBi <: v′iB
′
i ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

E ` A<#HA′

Matching (F-bounded quantification)

(Match X)

E′, X<#F A,E′′ ` ¦
E′, X<#F A,E′′ ` X<#F A

(Match Object)
(where A ≡ Object(X, Y )[livi : B

i∈{1,...,n+m}
i ],

A′ ≡ Object(X, Y )[liv′i : B′
i
i∈{1,...,n}])

E ` A E ` A′ E,` viBi[A/X, A/Y ]<: v′iB
′
i[A/X, A/Y ] ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

E ` A<#F A′

Terms

(Val Subsumption) (Val x)

E ` a : A E ` A<: B

E ` a : B

E′, x : A,E′′ ` ¦
E′, x : A, E′′ ` x : A

(Val Object) (where A ≡ Object(X,Y )[livi : Bi
i∈{1,...,n}])

E, x : A ` bi : Bi[A/X, A/Y ] ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
E ` object(x : A)[li = b

i∈{1,...,n}
i ] end : A

(Val Select) (where A ≡ Object(X,Y )[livi : Bi
i∈{1,...,n}])

E ` a : A′ E ` A′<#HA vj ∈ {◦, +} j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
E ` a.lj : Bj [A′/X, A′/Y ]
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(Val Update) (where A ≡ Object(X, Y )[livi : Bi
i∈{1,...,n}])

E ` a : A′ E ` A′<#HA
E, x : A′ ` b : Bj [A′/X, A′/Y ] vj ∈ {◦,−} j ∈ {1, . . . , n}

E ` a.lj := method(x : A′)b end : A′

(Val New) (Val Root)

E ` c : Class(A)
E ` new c : A

E ` ¦
E ` root : Class(Object(X)[])

(Val Subclass)
(where A ≡ Object(X, Y )[livi : B

i∈{1,...,n+m}
i ],

A′ ≡ Object(X,Y )[liv′i : B′
i
i∈{1,...,n}], Ovr ⊆ {1, . . . , n})

E ` Class(A) E ` c′ : Class(A′) E ` A<#HA′

E, Y<#HA ` B′
i[A

′/X]<: Bi[A/X] ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} \Ovr
E, Y <#HA, x : Y ` bi : Bi[A/X] ∀i ∈ Ovr ∪ {n + 1, . . . , n + m}

E ` subclass of c : Class(A′) with (x : Y<#HX = A)
li = b

i∈{n+1,...,n+m}
i

override li = b
i∈Ovr⊆{1,...,n}
i

end : Class(A)

(Val Class Select) (where A ≡ Object(X, Y )[livi : Bi
i∈{1,...,n}])

E ` a : A′ E ` A′<#HA E ` c : Class(A) j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
E ` c∧lj(A′, a) : Bj [A/X, A′/Y ]

(Val Fun<#) (Val Appl<#)

E, X<#A ` b : B

E ` fun(X<#A) b end : All(X<#A)B
E ` b : All(X<#A)B E ` A′<#A

E ` b(A′) : B[A′/X]


